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Storage structures are examined which allow efficient access to information in a relational data base management system. The major areas investigated are: 1) storage structures for data relations, 2) storage structures for auxiliary information to speed access to data, and 3) a strategy for selecting structures based on query statistics.

First, a large class of possible storage structures for data relations is examined. A generalized directory structure is defined and is shown to provide better performance than either normal directories or simple order preserving functions. An algorithm for constructing generalized directories is described with complexity which is linear in file size and results of experiments using the algorithm are given. Tradeoffs between dynamic directories (i.e. continuously reorganizing) and static directories (i.e. periodically reorganizing) are discussed. Static directories are shown to be preferable on the basis of secondary index, concurrency, and directory size considerations.

Next, several types of auxiliary storage structures are considered. Secondary indices on functions of attributes are introduced and a method for reusing aggregation information is
presented. Finally, a general strategy for making storage structure choices is presented. The query model previously used for key selection is extended to provide more accurate choice of key domains. The strategy selects data relation storage structures, primary key domains and auxiliary structures.
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1.1 Evolution of Data Base Management

Data base management systems are currently undergoing an evolution similar to that which programming languages and operating systems have previously gone through. This evolution consists of understanding the basic issues in the field, analyzing tradeoffs of different solutions and designing general algorithms to solve the problems. Each evolution has begun with individual, ad hoc solutions to problems in a way specific to the problem at hand. As similarities between many problems are discovered, more basic and general algorithms are devised. As the performance of the general algorithms is improved and approaches that of the specific solutions, the general techniques are more frequently applied. This evolution toward more general tools for problem solving allows for easier and less complicated solutions at an occasional cost of computer time. The evolution of data base management systems has progressed to the point where systems exist (such as [CODA71a]) to aid in data definition and low level procedure writing. However the processing of user queries into operations on the data base is still an ad hoc procedure specific to the problem at hand. Recently, several systems have been proposed
for specifying general queries at a high level. These systems propose to provide general procedures for processing the queries. It is the purpose of this dissertation to examine some of the issues involved in making such general data base management systems approach the efficiency of problem specific solutions.

1.2 Data Model

Of the many possible data models, the three most widely considered for use in data base management systems are the network model [CODA71a], the hierarchic model [IBM70], and the relational model [CODD70]. There has been considerable debate as to which of these models should be used [CODD74, DATE74, WHIT74, BACH74, SIBL74, LUCK74, STON75]. We have chosen the relational model for three reasons. First, a major argument against the relational model has been that it could not be implemented efficiently. It is our desire to investigate this charge by examining one of the major implementation problems of such a system. Second, this model offers a simple and uniform view of data to the user. And third, the relational model makes a clear separation between the user's data model and the underlying storage structures thus making automatic storage structure selection feasible. It is important to note that this work can, for the most part, be applied to a data base system which uses a network or hierarchic data model as long as there is a clear separation between the user's data model and the actual storage structures which implement that
model.

Formally we define the relational model as follows. Given sets \( D_1, \ldots, D_N \) (not necessarily distinct) a RELATION \( R(D_1, \ldots, D_N) \) is a subset of the Cartesian product \( D_1 \times \ldots \times D_N \). In other words, \( R \) is a collection of \( N \)-tuples \( X = (X_1, \ldots, X_N) \) where \( X_i \) is an element of \( D_i \) for \( i \) in \( \{1, \ldots, N\} \). The sets \( D_1, \ldots, D_N \) are called DOMAINS of \( R \) and \( R \) has DEGREE \( N \). The only restriction put on relations is that they be normalized. Hence, every domain must be SIMPLE, i.e. it cannot have members which are themselves relations.

Clearly, \( R \) can be thought of as a table with elements of \( R \) appearing as rows and with columns labeled by domain names as illustrated in figure 1.1. The figure indicates an EMPLOYEE relation with domains NAME, DEPT, SALARY, MANAGER, BIRTH year, and START year. Each employee has a manager (except for Harding who is presumably the company president), a salary, a birth year, a start year, and is in a department.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tuple</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>dept</th>
<th>salary</th>
<th>manager</th>
<th>birth</th>
<th>start</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adams</td>
<td>candy</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>Baker</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Baker</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>Harding</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Harding</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>31000</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>toy</td>
<td>14000</td>
<td>Harding</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Jones</td>
<td>toy</td>
<td>14000</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>toy</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>Jones</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.1 A Sample Relation
Each column in a tabular representation for $R$ can be thought of as a function mapping $R$ into $D_i$. These functions will be called ATTRIBUTES. An attribute will not be separately designated but will be identified by the domain defining it. For a more detailed discussion of the relational model see [CODD70, CODD71b, CODD72a].

1.3 Query Language

Although the work described here is, for the most part, applicable to any relational data base system, it is convenient to consider questions which arise in the discussion in terms of a specific system and query language. The system chosen is INGRES [HELD75a] and its query language, QUEL, which have been developed at the University of California, Berkeley. At this point, the reader who is unfamiliar with QUEL is advised to refer to Appendix A where a short description of QUEL is given along with a few examples.

1.4 Implementation Issues

The construction of a high level data base management system involves several building blocks. Figure 1.2 indicates the pieces which are used in INGRES and are typical for such a system. These pieces are now briefly described in the order that a query is processed. First is the query formulation box which
provides a method of posing queries. This function may take the form of an interactive text editor, a graphics interface [MCDO75], an interactive English-like language [CODD74a], or it may be a part of a host programming language. The next part of the system is a parser which recognizes correct queries and converts them to a more convenient form for further processing. The following processing step is query modification. Here high level protection and integrity constraints are added [STON74, STON74d] and queries on virtual relations [CHAM75] are changed to queries on real relations. At this point the actual data retrieval or update request is understood and processing of the request begins. Several approaches have been suggested for breaking down the, possibly very complex, query and arriving at the required answer [MCDO74, ASTR74, SMIT75, PECH75]. The approach taken in INGRES is called decomposition [WONG75] and is described briefly in Appendix B. In this approach, queries are broken down into
successively simpler queries until a point is reached where a query involves only a single relation. At this point, an access processor actually retrieves tuples from the relation, tests to see if they meet the qualification, and displays the results or makes the requested updates. To access and update the relation, the access monitor makes use of a set of access methods (see Appendix C) which provide a relational view of data and support a variety of actual storage structures. It appears that the two major areas in the above description which have the most effect on the efficiency of the data base system are decomposition and choice of storage structures. The research described here deals with the second of these major problems.

1.5 Overview of the Dissertation

The main goal of this research is to explore the ways in which storage structures for data can be chosen wisely in order to provide a relational view of data to the user while providing fast access and update capabilities to the relational data base management system. To this end, we have divided the problem into the following parts: 1) Choosing a set of storage structures for data relations, 2) Choosing a set of auxiliary information structures, and 3) Defining a strategy for making storage structure decisions. The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with choosing a good set of storage structures to implement data relations. Chapter 2 in-
roduces the terminology and storage model used in the rest of the dissertation and examines several issues in determining the usefulness of storage structures. Chapter 3 considers several classes of storage structures and indicates the usefulness of each. Generalized directories are introduced and are shown to provide better performance than either normal directories or simple order preserving functions. An algorithm for constructing generalized directories is described and results of experimental use of the algorithm are presented. Static directories are shown to be preferred to dynamic directories on the basis of secondary index, concurrency, and directory size considerations. Chapter 4 considers what redundant information might usefully be stored to speed access to data. This redundant data includes secondary indices (inversions) and other information which is used in processing a query. Secondary indices on functions of attributes are introduced and a method is presented for reusing aggregation information. Chapter 5 presents a general strategy for choosing storage structures including which domains should be primary keys and which domains (if any) should be secondary keys. The strategy presented builds on previous work in the area of secondary index selection. The query model previously used is modified to provide better choice of secondary keys and is then extended to handle primary key selection, and primary structure choice. Also in this chapter, a method is described for obtaining the parameters needed for the selection process. Chapter 6 discusses conclusions and directions for future research.
CHAPTER 2

Storage Structure Considerations

We will now describe a model for secondary storage and define the terminology used throughout the dissertation. The remainder of this chapter will examine several considerations which are important in choosing a storage structure. These considerations will form the basis of our investigation of a useful set of storage structures in the next chapter. The discussion in this and the next chapter will be concerned with structures for primary data storage whereas issues involved with auxiliary data storage (i.e. secondary indices) will be considered in chapter 4.

2.1 Storage Structure Model

In data base management systems, the stored data is of such large volume and of such long lifetime that it is only economical to store the data on low cost storage devices. We refer to these devices as "secondary storage" as opposed to the faster "main storage" which is used primarily as a temporary storage area during actual data processing. Depending on the actual hardware involved in a system, certain types of devices may be classified as main or secondary. We will not attempt to classify devices into one category or the other except to say that at the time of this writing, main storage typically consists of devices like
fast registers, cache memories, monolithic memories, and core memories. Secondary storage normally includes disks, drums, and magnetic tapes. As technology changes, different devices will be included in each category, however, as technology improves, there will probably always be a significant difference in cost, size, and performance between some set of main storage devices and a different set of secondary storage devices. By the nature of the data in a data base system, it will almost always reside on secondary storage with portions of it being transferred to main storage for processing. We refer to the basic quantity of data transferred between main and secondary storage as a "page". A major assumption throughout this work is that the transfer of pages between main and secondary memory is costly and that by the nature of data base processing, this page transfer time will be the dominant cost with actual computation time being small in comparison. It is therefore the goal in data base storage structure selection to choose methods of storing data on secondary memory that will tend to minimize the number of page transfers which occur. This remains a valid goal as long as there continues to be orders of magnitude difference in speed between main and secondary memory and as long as data base processing continues to involve a high ratio of data search to computation.

There are many ways to classify all of the possible data structures which might be used to store relations on secondary memory. We first divide all storage structures into two classes, keyed structures and non-keyed structures. A keyed structure is one in
which a domain (or combination of domains) of a tuple is used to determine where in secondary storage the tuple should be stored. This domain is called the "primary storage structure key", "primary key", or simply, the "key". For instance in the EMPLOYEE relation, NAME might be the key domain. In such structures, when a value of the key domain is specified (i.e. NAME = "Jones"), the tuple(s) having the specified value can be located directly without a full scan of the relation. On the other hand, a non-keyed structure is one in which the tuples are stored using some criteria which is independent of the value of the tuple. Examples of non-keyed structures are stacks, queues, and unordered tables.

Non-keyed structures do not provide any ability to limit the number of tuples examined when specific values of one or more domains are supplied. As a result of this characteristic, non-keyed structures are only of interest for special purpose functions in a relational data base system. Such special purposes may include moving data back and forth between the data management system and other programs, storing temporary or intermediate relations, and other situations which will require full passes over the relation. We will therefore confine our investigation to storage structures which store tuples as a function of one or more key domains.

To begin the discussion of keyed structures, we define several terms which will be used in the remainder of the paper.
**K**  key space - a set of possible values for the key domain. The key domain (or primary key) is the domain of the relation which is used in determining the storage location for tuples in the relation. Several domains may combined to form a single key. However for this discussion we will assume only one domain is used. The key space will be taken to be the interval \((a, b)\) of the real line since other data encodings may be transformed to this set.

**F**  key distribution - a usually unknown probability distribution function which describes how the keys are distributed over the range \((a, b)\).

**N**  the number of tuples in the relation 

\(\{K_1, \ldots, K_N\}\)  the N keys, \(K_1 < K\), present in the relation. This is a sample from \(F\). To simplify notation, we will assume the sample has been ordered so that \(K_i < K_{i+1}\) for all \(i\).

**A**  address space - a set of integers \(\{1, 2, \ldots, P\}\), each member of the set representing a secondary storage location (page) capable of storing one or more tuples. These \(P\) pages are referred to as the "primary pages". When a primary page becomes full, one or more "overflow pages" are linked to it.

**P**  the number of primary pages

**C**  tuple capacity of a page - the number of tuples that can be accommodated on a single page of secondary storage. (page
size divided by tuple size)

$C'$ key capacity of a page - the number of keys that can be accommodated on a single page of secondary storage. (page size divided by key domain size)

$H$ key to address function - a mapping from key values to addresses $H:K\rightarrow A$.

$S$ parameter set - a set of parameters which are used in the key to address transformation, $H$.

$OCF$ occupancy factor - a measure of secondary storage space usage. It is defined as the total secondary storage space used (primary plus overflow pages) divided by minimum possible space (the minimum space is $N/C$).

$ACF$ access factor - average number of data page accesses to reach a tuple. This includes the primary data page access and all overflow page accesses but does not include any accesses required by the key to address transformation.

Figure 2.1 shows a small set of sample keys with some of the above parameters specified. This sample set of keys will be used in chapter 3 to illustrate each of the types of key to address functions considered. The differences between types of keyed structures lie in the definition of the key to address function, $H$. The remainder of this chapter discusses desirable conditions for the function to meet.
Key Space \( 0 \leq K < 100 \)
Address Space \( 0 \leq A < 10 \)
\( P = 10 \)
\( C = 2 \)
\( N = 20 \)
\[ \{K_1, \ldots, K_{20}\} = \{1,3,4,7,9,11,12,15,16,19,23,34,38,47,55,62,70,83,90,98\} \]

Figure 2.1 A Sample Set of Data

2.2 Cost of Key to Address Computation

The first condition essentially states that the key to address computation should not be so complex (in terms of number of parameters) that it requires secondary memory accesses to fetch parameters during address computation.

Condition 1.

The function should not introduce additional secondary storage accesses in order to compute an address.

2.3 Address Space Partition

Condition 2 requires that pages in secondary storage are used in a uniform manner so that overflow areas are not heavily used. Overflow areas are necessary when more than \( C \) tuples are mapped to a single address. To access tuples on an overflow page,
first the primary page (the one determined by H) must be accessed and then the overflow page(s) is accessed. The added accesses necessary to retrieve tuples on overflow pages increases ACF.

**Condition 2.**

The function should map the given sample of the key space uniformly across the address space.

### 2.4 Order Preservation

Up to this point, we have implied that when a key value is specified, it appears in the qualification of the query in the form \( \text{KEY} = \text{VALUE} \). Queries may, however, involve ranges on domain values. For example

\[ \text{RETRIEVE (Target-list) WHERE E.SALARY < 10000} \]

Certain key to address functions have the property that there is no correspondence between the order of the keys and the order of the addresses to which they are assigned. These functions are of little value in selecting tuples from a range of key values. For this reason, a third condition often must be imposed on the key to address function.

**Condition 3.**

The function should be an order preserving function (i.e. if
\( K_1 < K_2 \) then \( H(K_1) < H(K_2) \)).

This condition is important whenever it is expected that queries
will involve qualifications which specify a range on the primary key. In such cases it is important to limit the number of tuples scanned to those in the specified range.

A key to address function which satisfied these three conditions would provide efficient data access for the queries in a relational query language.
CHAPTER 3

Key to Address Functions

We know of no storage structure that satisfies all three conditions specified in chapter 2 independent of the data stored. In this chapter, several possible structures will be examined which meet some of the conditions. First, randomizing functions will be treated. This type of structure is useful when order preservation (condition 3) is not important. Next we will discuss simple order preserving functions (which usually satisfy conditions 1 and 3 but not 2). Then we consider directory structures (which usually obey conditions 2 and 3 but not 1). Next we discuss generalized directories (which offer a continuum of possibilities between the previous two types). Finally we will look at the tradeoffs between two types of directories, dynamic and static.

3.1 Randomizing Functions

A class of functions which usually meets the first two of these conditions is known as randomizing or hash functions. Here, H is chosen so as to spread the keys randomly across the address space. Figure 3.1 shows our example data from chapter 2 with one possible randomizing function. Randomizing functions have been investigated extensively [MORR68, LUM71a, LUM73, DEUT75] and most of these functions have a very small number of parameters. These
functions have the advantage that they meet both conditions 1 and 2 for a large class of key distribution, $F$. An excellent compilation of various randomizing functions is given in [LUM71a]. A tutorial on randomizing functions, including a good set of additional references, is found in [MAUR75].

Randomizing functions provide an excellent response to the needs of queries involving equality on the key domain. For a given key value, the function $H$ will return the address which contains all tuples possessing that key value. For example, if the EMPLOYEE relation were randomized with SALARY as the key domain, then the

$$H(k) = k \mod 10$$
query

RETRIEVE (Target-list) WHERE E.SALARY = 10000

would only require an average of ACF accesses to find all qualifying tuples. For the above reasons, we will include randomizing functions in the set of basic storage structures to be used to support data relations. They will be used to implement relations which are accessed on equality of the key domain.

3.2 Simple Order Preserving Functions

This class of functions requires only minimal parameters as in the case of randomizing functions, yet also preserves order in the address space. An example from this class of functions is to take the \( j \) leftmost bits of the key as the address [RIVE74]. The value of \( j \) is chosen in order to give an address space of \( 2^j \) values. Another simple, order preserving function is one which divides the key range \((a,b)\) into equal size buckets and assigns one of the \( P \) address values to each bucket. Here \( H \) is defined as

\[
H(k) = \left\lfloor \frac{P(k-a)}{(b-a)} \right\rfloor
\]

where \( \lfloor x \rfloor \) denotes the least integer greater than \( x \). This function on the example data is shown in Figure 3.2. Note how the uneven distribution in key space is directly reflected in the poor partition of the address space.

The advantage of these functions is that they satisfy condition 1 and thus do not introduce any significant overhead in computation
of addresses. The problem with all functions of this type is that the distribution in address space is directly dependent on the distribution in key space. So unless there is uniformity in the sample key values, there will be bunching in address space which implies many overflows and/or much wasted primary space. Note that for a highly skewed distribution, a simple order preserving function may assign almost all keys to the same address causing ACF to approach N (i.e. access time can be linear in N). Therefore we conclude that simple order preserving functions should be used only when it can be determined that "reasonable" uniformity exists in the key space.

\[
H(k) = \lfloor k/10 \rfloor
\]

Figure 3.2 Simple Order Preserving Function
3.3 Directory Structures

A normal directory structure is a function which is constructed such that each page contains the same number of tuples and there are initially no overflow pages used. One such function is

\[ S = \{ L_i \mid L_i = K_{c_i}, i=1,N/C \} \]

with

\[ H(k) = i \text{ for } L_i \leq k < L_{i+1}. \]

Here, the parameters of the function are the low key values on each page of secondary storage. Figure 3.3 shows the sample data using the above directory function. This function satisfies condition 2, however it has \( N/C \) parameters which means that for non-trivial values of \( N \), the parameters must be stored in secondary memory (violating condition 1). For large values of \( N \), the parameters themselves need to be located via a key to address function, thus creating the common multilevel directory structure (i.e. ISAM [IBM66]). Each level of the directory adds an additional access to the cost of computing a tuple address. The average access time for a tuple is then the directory access time plus the single data page access (here ACF is 1)

\[ \text{LOG}_c \cdot N/C + 1 \]

Despite the cost of directory accesses, this structure is currently widely used when ordering is required. One reason for this choice is that for directories the worst case access time is logarithmic (to a large base) in \( N \) whereas simple order preserv-
We now combine the two previous ideas into a structure which meets conditions 2 and 3 and has fewer parameters than normal directories. The parameters of a "generalized directory", $H$, are an ordered set of pairs:

Figure 3.3 A Directory
\[ S = \{(L_i, A_i) \mid L_i < K, A_i < A, L_i < L_{i+1}, A_i < A_{i+1}, i=1,M\} \]

The key to address mapping, \( H \), is:

\[
H(k) = A_i + \frac{(A_{i+1} - A_i)(k - L_i)(L_{i+1} - L_i)}{L_{i+1} - L_i}
\]

for \( L_i \leq k < L_{i+1} \)

This type of function divides the key space into \( M \) intervals which may be of varying sizes and assigns to the \( i \)th interval \( A_{i+1} - A_i \) pages of secondary storage. Within an interval a simple order preserving function is used to divide the key range equally into the pages assigned to that region. Functions of this nature have been investigated by [FEHR75] and [WHIT75]. Figure 3.4 indicates one generalized directory for the sample data.

A "data independent directory" is one in which the choice of \( H \) is made without any knowledge of the distribution of keys within the interval \((a, b)\). An example of such a directory is the simple order preserving function described above where

\[
M = 2
\]

\[
(L_1, A_1) = (a, 1)
\]

\[
(L_2, A_2) = (b, P)
\]

A "data dependent directory" is one in which the sample \( \{K_1, \ldots, K_N\} \) from the unknown distribution, \( F \), of keys and is used during construction of \( H \). One example of a data dependent directory is the normal directory discussed above where the \( L_i \) are
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Keys Assigned to Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>23 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>38 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>55 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>70 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>90 98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
H(k) = \left\lfloor \frac{k}{4} \right\rfloor \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq k < 20 \\
5 + \left\lfloor \frac{(k-20)}{16} \right\rfloor \quad \text{for} \quad 20 \leq k < 100
\]

Figure 3.4 Generalized Directory

chosen to be the low keys on each secondary storage page.

\[ S = \{(L_i, A_i) \mid L_i = K_i \# C', A_i = A_{i-1} + 1, i=1,N/C\} \]

We define a best general directory to be one which satisfies the following optimization problem.

given a collection \( \{K_1, \ldots, K_N\} \) of keys

choose \( H \) (as defined above)

with minimum average access time

\[ \log_C M + ACF \]
subject to the constraint that the total storage space is less than some factor, $f_1$, greater than the minimum possible storage requirement (N/C pages)

i.e. $OCF < f_1$

The solution to this problem will provide a directory which has the best average access time for the given limitation on total storage space. This optimization attempts to minimize the size, $M$, of the directory while keeping the overflows to a minimum and remaining within the storage constraints.

Usually the performance of the two limiting cases of generalized directories, simple order preserving functions and pure directories, will not be optimal. In the case of data independent directories, the directory may not be a close approximation of the actual distribution, $F$, or the initial sample $\{K_1, \ldots, K_N\}$. Therefore, $H$ may map more than $C$ tuples to many addresses requiring the use of excessive overflow pages. On the other hand, normal directories provide an even distribution of keys over address space, however; they require a large number of entries in the directory. Thus average access time in the normal directory may be larger than necessary because of the need to make several accesses to compute the address.

An optimal solution to the above problem would require a prohibitive amount of computation due to the number of degrees of freedom. There are many approaches which could be taken in attempting to solve a simpler problem that approximates the one stated
above. We have chosen to look for an approach which can be implemented by an algorithm which only requires a single pass over the data relation. We therefore redefine the problem as that of finding a minimum directory size (minimum M) for fixed limits on the access factor (ACF) and the occupancy factor (OCF). In this way the inclusion of C' as a parameter is avoided. Even a best solution to this problem would require many passes over the data file (sample keys), so we now outline an algorithm which provides a solution to the second problem with a single pass over the data. Hopefully, this is a good approximation to the first optimization problem.

In the following description, we will refer to the "step width" of the directory function. By this we mean the size of the interval in key space which is mapped to a single value (page) in address space for a given interval of the function (i.e. for the interval from \(L_i\) to \(L_{i+1}\) the step width is \((L_{i+1} - L_i)/(A_{i+1} - A_i)\)).

The algorithm scans the data keys once from lowest key value to highest. At the beginning of the scan, several guesses are made at the step width of the function. As data keys are read, the performance of each of the guesses is measured by computing the access factor and the occupancy factor which would result if that guess were used. When a point is reached in reading data keys where none of the guesses continues to meet the fixed limits, \(f_1\) and \(f_2\), on occupancy and access factors,
OCF < f₁ and ACF < f₂

then the point just before the last guess fails is taken as the next entry in the directory. This guess is taken as the step width between the previous entry and the new one. A new set of guesses is then made and the algorithm repeats as above until the last data key is read.

Some comments on the guesses:

1. As a result of the large difference between I/O speeds and computation speeds there should be enough CPU time available during a scan of the relation to allow a sizable number of guesses (NGUESS) to be made and tested.

2. If the first key to be scanned in the new interval is K₁, then one of the guesses is chosen to be K₁+δ - K₁ (i.e. a step width for which the first page is exactly filled). In the worst case, this guess will be chosen and will meet the constraints for one page of data keys, resulting in a normal directory structure.

3. By choosing the guesses to be \((K₁+δ\cdot2^j - K₁)/2^j\) for \(j=0,NGUESS-1\) we choose points logarithmically distant from the current point and thus get approximations to the slope of the function of both a local and global nature.

The following point should also be carefully noted.

As extra space is made available to the algorithm (by increasing the limit on OCF), the algorithm produces a smaller and smaller directory. This is the opposite of what hap-
pens in a normal directory which increases in size as extra
data space is provided. (Recall that in a normal directory
there is one parameter for each data page. So, if addition-
al data pages are allocated, the directory will grow in
size.)

Some Experimental Results

The following several figures illustrate the performance of the
algorithm in a series of experiments. Each graph shows the size
of the directory produced by the algorithm against varying occu-
pancy factors. In each case, the size of the directory is given
as a percent of the minimum possible normal directory size. The
occupancy factor is shown as a percentage of additional storage
space beyond the minimum possible space for the relation under
consideration (i.e. 100(OCF-1)).

The first experiment compares the performance of the algorithm on
two data relations, one uniformly distributed and the other non-
uniformly distributed. The first relation contains 10,000 8-
digit numbers in the range 0 to 99,999,999 which were produced by
a random number generator. The second relation contains 7,100
names of property owners in Alameda County, California. The dis-
tribution of numbers is very nearly uniform while the distribu-
tion of names, as would be expected, is quite non-uniform. Fig-
ure 3.5 shows results for these two relations for ACF close to 1
(no additional access cost) and also for the name data ACF=1.6.
For the nearly uniform number data, an order of magnitude reduc-
Figure 3.5 Uniform and Non-uniform Data

Reduction in directory size is achieved at a cost of approximately 22 percent in additional data space and two order of magnitudes reduction in directory size is achieved with about 38 percent added storage. For the same limit on access factor, the reduction in directory size for the non-uniform data is not nearly as great. When ACF is relaxed to 1.6 a two thirds reduction in directory size is realized at a cost of 20 percent in storage.
space. For the key size and page size under consideration, if this reduction saves one directory level, then the net savings in access time is \(1 - 0.6 = 0.4\) accesses per directory search.

The next experiment tests the consistency of the algorithm's performance on two similar sets of data. One set of data is the 7,100 names used previously. The other set of data is 4,760 names of property owners in San Mateo County, California. Figure 3.6 shows that the results of the algorithm are approximately the same for both sets of names.

All of the above experiments were run using \(\text{NGUESS}=10\). Figure 3.7 shows the Alameda County name data re-run with 5, 10, and 20 guesses. Although 5 guesses showed somewhat worse performance than 10 guesses, increasing the number of guesses beyond 10 provides almost no improvement in the algorithm's performance. This experiment verified that a small number of guesses (which add little to the running time of the algorithm) provide results which are as good as those achieved with a large number of
60+ percent of minimum 50+ normal directory size

Figure 3.6 Consistency

30 percent additional space : 100(ACF-1)

v - NAMES ACF=1.05
x - NAMES ACF=1.6

The next results indicate the effect of different data page capacities on the algorithm. Again the Alameda County names are used with ACF=1.6. In all of the previous experiments, the page capacity (number of tuples on a data page) was set at 10. Here we use values of 5, 10, 50, and 100 for the page capacity. As seen
in Figure 3.8, with a large page capacity (50 or 100 tuples) and with 30 percent or more extra space, the algorithm performed substantially better than for the smaller page capacities. One possible explanation is that by sampling every 50 or 100 data points, the function which is being approximated is a smoother function.
Finally, in figure 3.9, we re-plot the original Alameda County data but instead of using percent of minimum directory size, we use percent of normal directory size for each value of additional space. Thus a normal directory would require 50 percent more parameters than the minimum normal directory if 50 percent added free data space were desired. This graph indicates the improvement which would be gained by using a generalized directory over
a normal directory for different occupancy factors. This graph is very important for two reasons. First, in almost any application where updates are occurring, a normal directory would be built with a certain percentage of free space. Secondly, the algorithm described for generating generalized directories works well when supplied with some amount of free space at directory creation time. These two facts support the contention that even for non-uniform data, generalized directories are preferred over normal directory structures.

The generalized directory provides a structure which complements the randomizing function. We include it in the set of storage structures used to implement relations and will use it whenever queries involving ranges on the primary key are expected. Such a structure will take advantage of whatever uniformity exists in data sets and will never give worse performance than a normal directory.
3.5 Static vs Dynamic Directories

In the above discussion we have only been concerned with the process of building key to address functions and using them for data retrieval. We now consider the problem of choosing a structure
which will be useful in an environment which includes updates to the relation (REPLACE, DELETE, and APPEND). We consider two different approaches to the problem of maintaining directory structures in this environment.

**Dynamic Directory Structures**

The B-tree [BAYE70] is one example of a class of storage structures which we call a "dynamic directory" because it is dynamically reorganized during updates to provide a balanced search tree (or directory) at all times.

Basically, a B-tree is a balanced tree with between \( k+1 \) and \( 2k+1 \) sons for any given node. The parameter \( k \) is determined by the page size and data characteristics. An example of a B-tree for \( k=1 \) is shown in figure 3.10. Here, space exists on each page for two data tuples and three pointers. (In the figure we indicate only the key portion of the tuple.) Note that the tuples are in collating sequence if the tree is scanned in postorder. Note also that the number of page accesses required to reference any given tuple is logarithmic in the number of data tuples.

The major advantage of this structure is that the tree can be kept balanced during insertions and deletions with a known (and small) worst case update cost. Hence, a small worst case search time is always guaranteed.

For example, the tuple with key ALL can be added to the tree with only three page accesses and stored in the empty space on page A.
However, because page B is full, insertion of a tuple with key ELF would cause B to be split into two pages, and a tuple to be moved to a higher level node. This in turn causes page C to split as well; the resultant structure is the balanced tree shown in figure 3.11. It is important to note the necessity here of relocating tuples within the relation; such address modifications will later be shown to be potentially troublesome.

There are several variations on the basic dynamic directory theme which offer certain obvious advantages over B-trees [KNUT73, KEEH74]. The original proposal placed entire tuples in directory
pages. In fact, placing only keys in the directory increases $k$ and reduces the height of the tree. Hence, data pages can be accessed with fewer retrievals from secondary storage. Also, the minimum number of tuples per page can be increased beyond $k+1$ by employing an overflow strategy onto adjacent pages which reduces the number of page splits. This idea underlies B*-trees [KNUT73]. VSAM [KEEH74] is another variant of dynamic directories. In the sequel we will be concerned solely with dynamic directory structures having only keys in the directory levels.
Static Directory Structures

Storage structures for which index levels are not changed dynamically, such as ISAM [IBM66], will be termed "static directories". Figure 3.12 represents one such structure for the same data used in figure 3.10. Four important features of static directories should be noted:

1) The index levels are formed by recording the high key on each data page.

2) Once formed, the index levels are NOT dynamically altered (in contrast to a dynamic directory).

3) As a consequence of (2), only one pointer per index page is required. In our example, the three data pages pointed to can be logically (or physically) contiguous. Because of this pointer suppression, we have assumed three keys will fit on a static directory page instead of the two in a dynamic directory.

4) Additions to the structure of figure 3.12 are handled by chaining into overflow areas. The addition of a tuple for ALL would cause page A to split, and an overflow page to be allocated and chained onto page A as shown in figure 3.13. Note that existing tuples are not moved and that their ordering within a primary page and its overflow pages is not guaranteed. If tuples must be kept in collating sequence, however, they can easily be chained together. Garbage col-
lection on deleted tuples is also easily accomplished, though the mechanism is not discussed here.

Figure 3.12 A Static Structure

As a storage structure for a single isolated data file, dynamic directories appear very useful, however, in a data base environment we feel there are three important points to be considered before adopting such a structure.

Points of Comparison Between Dynamic and Static Directories

1. Secondary Indices

If it becomes necessary to access a relation on some portion of a
tuple that is not a directory key, a complete sequential scan of the relation may be required. In our sample database, for instance, to access all tuples with keys ending in Y would entail just such a search. This problem is often alleviated, however, by using secondary indices [STON74c].

In the case of secondary indices, an index relation is created which contains pairs of attribute values and pointers to tuples in the primary relation which have that value. Figure 3.14 gives an example of a secondary index that might be used in conjunction with the structure of figure 3.10; \( \rightarrow \text{BAD} \) indicates a pointer to the tuple for BAD in the primary relation.

Independent of the storage structure chosen for the data relation, there is always some amount of overhead in maintaining such indices during updates to the primary relation. When the data
Figure 3.14 An Inversion on the Last Letter of a Key

relation is updated, so, too must the indices be updated to reflect newly added, deleted, or changed values of the inverted attributes. If the data relation is a dynamic directory, however, secondary updates may also be generated in the course of dynamic reorganization. These additional updates occur whenever a primary update causes data pages to split or merge (as in the second insertion into the B-tree of figure 3.10). In such cases tuples must be moved to new pages and be assigned new logical (or physical) page addresses. Every tuple which is assigned a new address then requires an update for each existing secondary index. Such additional updates could be avoided if the secondary index used the primary key of the data tuple instead of its address as a pointer. This approach, however, entails primary key decoding through the directory for each access using a secondary index.

2. Concurrency
The second problem with dynamic structures arises when concurrent processes use the same relation. Suppose two processes are simultaneously accessing a dynamic directory; one inserting a tuple and the other scanning a portion of the tree. Suppose further that the scanning process is partway through a page when the updating process causes that page to be split by an insertion. This rearrangement will leave the scanning process pointing to a wrong (or non-existent) tuple unless the updating process alters the scan pointer in a non-trivial way.

Other problems arise when two processes concurrently update the same B*-tree. Suppose that two processes are adding tuples to adjacent pages in the tree, and that both pages are full. First, each process must lock the page it is updating before it can be altered. Then, each must examine the two adjacent pages to see if tuples can be spilled into them to avoid a page split. Unfortunately, they will find that one of the two adjacent pages has already been locked by the competing process. Clearly, this deadlock condition must be recognized and broken.

3. Directory Height

The third problem with dynamic structures involves the height of the directory tree. Because pages are split on the fly in a dynamic directory, explicit pointers to data pages must be present in the higher levels of a dynamic directory. Notice, for example, that space must be left for three pointers on each page of figure 3.10. These pointers consume space and limit the value
of $k$ that can be attained.

These problems can all be avoided in static directory structures. A static directory can have the property that tuples are never moved if chaining between tuples in the primary and overflow areas is allowed, or if the tuples on a given page and its overflow pages are not kept in collating sequence (figure 3.13). If this is the case, pointers can be safely used in secondary indices. Moreover, the directory itself is static; an updating process need only lock the page it is modifying. Also, since tuples are not moved there is no danger of creating intermediate pointers to non-existent tuples. In addition, directory pointers can easily be suppressed, increasing the fanout possible (often by as much as a factor of two). Frequently, this will save one level in the directory. Also, reduction of directory height in static directories can be accomplished using the generalized directory described previously. However, generalized dynamic directories are not practical since a dynamic change in a segment of a generalized directory may require the movement of many pages full of tuples (the better the generalized directory, the worse the effect of a change would be).

In order to further compare performance, we present a simple example. Suppose pointers and keys are both four bytes in length and that the page size is 512 bytes (this is the page size used in the UNIX operating system [RITC73] on top of which INGRES is implemented). In this case, each node in a $B^*$-tree (assuming
only keys are present in the index levels) has between 32 and 63 sons. On the other hand, the number of sons for an indexed structure similar to figure 3.12 is 127. The following table indicates the height of the tree for various sizes of primary data relations being indexed. In both cases we assume the index nodes are completely full.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>number of data pages</th>
<th>tree height with static directory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-127</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128-16,129</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,130-2,048,383</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>number of data pages</th>
<th>tree height with dynamic directory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-63</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-3,968</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,969-250,047</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250,048-15,752,961</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The important point to note from the table is that a static directory saves a level in the tree for any relation between 3969 and 16,129 pages (roughly 2-15 million bytes) and for relations over 125 million bytes. For such relations, a static directory requires one less disk read than a dynamic directory for each retrieval request. Of course, this example is sensitive to the page size, key size and pointer size chosen. However, a level is saved in many situations.

Finally, we look at the reorganization cost of static and dynamic
directories. We have already seen that static directories (especially generalized static directories) very often save a level in directory height when compared to a dynamic directory on the same data. The following analysis considers those cases where the static directory saves one level in directory height and compares the access costs to a dynamic directory. We make the following assumptions:

1. Both relations are initially loaded with \( P \) primary data pages each containing \( C^* < C \) tuples (where \( C \) is the maximum number of tuples possible on a data page).

2. No overflow pages are initially used.

3. The height of the static directory is one less than the height of the dynamic directory.

4. The queries in the period after the relation is loaded consist of \( R \) retrievals and \( I \) inserts.

Let \( Q \) be the probability that a page splits (or overflows) during the course of the \( I \) inserts. Here we assume that the probability of a page splitting twice is negligible. Because of the difference in directory height, we know that for retrievals the static directory saves one access if the desired data page has not overflowed and there is no savings if the page has overflowed. For inserts, there are three cases to consider. First, if the page is not split, the static directory saves one level. Also, if the current insert causes a page split, one access is saved. Finally, if the page was already split, the two directories require the same number of accesses.
Now we assume the worst case query makeup for the static directory; all I inserts occur before the R retrievals are processed. The inserts and retrievals are followed by a reorganization of the static directory. The net access savings by the static directory is retrieval savings plus insert savings minus reorganization cost. The retrieval savings is $R(1-Q)$ while the insert savings is the number of page splits, $QP$, plus the sum of all inserts onto primary data pages. To approximate this last figure, we will assume that when the directory was built, each data page was built with only space for one additional tuple (i.e. $C^* = C - 1$). Thus the sum of inserts onto data pages must be at least $QP$ making the total savings from insertions at least $2QP$. Finally the cost of reorganizing the static directory is assumed to require access to all primary data pages plus all overflow pages. This cost is $P(1+Q)$ accesses. When the net savings from all of the above accesses is positive

$$R(1-Q) + 2QP - P(1+Q) > 0$$

then the static directory will have saved enough accesses to pay for reorganization. This equation simplifies to $R > P$ for positive values of $S$ (for $S=0$ no reorganization is required). The results indicate that, under the assumptions stated, static directories can be reorganized at any time after the number of retrievals has reached the number of pages in the original relation and still out perform dynamic directories. Thus under these assumptions (which tend to favor dynamic directories), the result indicates that static directories are preferable in all cases
except those where update frequency is so high that a reorganization is required before P retrievals are requested.

3.6 A Set of Storage Structures for Relations

We know of no single storage structure which satisfies all three conditions specified in chapter two. We have therefore looked for a set of structures which can be used in different cases which will satisfy some of the conditions. In cases where order preservation is not important, randomizing functions satisfy the remaining two conditions. In the cases where order preservation is important, we have chosen generalized directories as the structure which most closely satisfies the remaining two conditions. For these directories we have provided a linear algorithm for their creation and have argued that a static directory is to be preferred to one which is dynamically reorganized. We now briefly mention that for either the randomizing or directory structures, data compression techniques [GOTT75] can be used to provide a savings in secondary storage space at a cost of increased computation time for decoding and encoding during retrieval and update. Adding a compressed form for each of the two structures gives us the set of storage structures which are used to implement relations in INGRES:

1. Randomized Structures

2. Generalized Directory Structures

3. Compressed Randomized Structures
4. Compressed Generalized Directory Structures
Thus far we have considered different choices of storage structures for data relations. These choices provide fast access to tuples if the key domain(s) is specified. In this chapter, we will consider methods of storing additional redundant information which will increase access speed when the primary access key is not specified and some other secondary domains are specified. Also, we will consider how redundant data storage can speed the processing of aggregates, aggregate functions, and multi-relation queries. Each of the following sections will examine a potential auxiliary structure. For each structure, references will be given to previous uses of such a structure (if any), an example in QUEL will be given of when the structure would be useful, an indication will be made as to the difficulty of updating the structure, and finally a judgement as to the structures overall value will be made. We begin with the most common form of auxiliary structure, the secondary index.

4.1 Secondary Indices on Attributes

A secondary index (inversion) on a domain is a binary relation between values of the domain and tuples (or tuple identifiers) from the data relation. The reason for creating a secondary
index is to provide fast access via the index domain when the data relation key is unavailable. For example, in the query

RETRIEVE E.NAME WHERE E.SALARY = 10000

a full scan of the EMPLOYEE relation would normally be required if the key for that relation were, for instance, NAME. However, if a secondary index existed on SALARY, the number of employee tuples examined could be substantially limited. To create the index requires an operation equivalent to

RETRIEVE INTO SALINDEX(E.SALARY, PTR= E.TID)

Figure 4.1 shows the result of this query when applied to the salindex relation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>salary</th>
<th>ptr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1 A Simple Index

EMPLOYEE relation from chapter 1. Now if this relation is organized so that SALARY is the key domain, then when a value for SALARY is supplied, only a small number of tuples need be accessed from the index and the PTR domain provides direct access to the appropriate tuples in the EMPLOYEE relation.

Secondary indices are used in many database management systems. In TDMS [BLIE67, BLIE68] all domains are indexed, while in most other systems, only a fraction of the domains are indexed. When-
ever values are specified for more than one indexed domain, then list processing techniques may be used to create a list of possibly qualifying tuple id's. This reduces the number of tuples in the data relation which must be examined. Reducing the number of data tuples examined is important in that each tuple examined via an index can be assumed to require an additional page access [ROTH74a]. In systems with a hierarchy of physical storage devices, the indices may be kept in faster memory than the data relation. This justifies increased index processing (like list intersection) in order to reduce the more costly data relation accesses.

A combined index, as described in [LUM70] and [MULL71], is another approach which takes advantage of several domain values being specified. Here, the index relation consists of a projection of several domains and the TID from the data relation instead of just a single domain as in a simple index. If the index relation is ordered on all projected domains from left to right, then specifying values for any left subset of the index domains will limit the number of data tuples examined. The more left domain values specified, the finer will be the resolution on the data relation. Combined indices have the advantage that list processing is not necessary in order to get a fine resolution, however, for k attribute values to be useful in improving resolution, the k attributes must be the leftmost k attributes of the index.
Updating secondary indices is a straightforward operation. If an update statement results in a number of before and after images of tuples (as is the case in INGRES), then an index update must only delete the before value of the attribute from the index and insert the after value. Since the index itself is keyed on the attribute and a value is provided for the attribute in both the delete and insert operations, the update cost is only the cost of 2 key to address transformations. Each APPEND or DELETE query will require all secondary indices to be updated for each tuple added or removed from the data relation. A REPLACE query will require updates to all secondary indices which include domains that were modified in the data relation (all domains named in the target-list of the REPLACE). A combined index on k domains will require about 1/k of the work required to update k single domain indices.

4.2 Secondary Indices on Functions of Attributes

A simple generalization of secondary indices allows them to be useful in many cases where the normal secondary index can not be used. The following example illustrates such a case.

RETRIEVE E.NAME WHERE SQRT(E.XYZ) = 4

AND E.START - E.BIRTH = 25

Assuming that the data relation, EMPLOYEE, is keyed on NAME, one might attempt to utilize secondary indices on XYZ, BIRTH, or START to limit the scan of EMPLOYEE. However, in the cases of
BIRTH and START, there is no value specified for either of the attributes alone. And in the case of XYZ, it would require taking the inverse of the SQRT function to put the clause into the form E.XYZ = 16 which could then make use of an index on XYZ. In order to handle this type of query efficiently, we generalize secondary indices to allow indices on functions of attributes as well as indices on simple attributes. Now an index could be maintained for values of SQRT(E.XYZ) or for values of E.START-E.BIRTH. Figure 4.2 indicates an attribute function index on the start_age relation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>ptr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2 An Attribute Function Index

E.START-E.BIRTH. Two points must be considered about such indices: 1) recognition of when they can be used, and 2) how they are updated. The recognition problem can be solved to varying degrees of completeness. One approach is to take attribute functions as they appear in the query and look them up in a table of indices for attribute functions. More complete approaches will make greater attempts to find indices which exist for equivalent functions. This may be done by putting clauses into a canonical form. For instance, some arithmetic expression manipulation may
be done to put constants on the right of a relational operator (\(=, \langle, \rangle\), etc.). Also, attributes may be commuted to order them alphabetically (or by domain number) in the expression. So the clause

\[ X.B - 5 + X.A < X.C \]

might have the canonical form

\[ X.A + X.B - X.C < 5 \]

The number of equivalent expressions which can be recognized will depend on the goodness of the arithmetic expression manipulator. It is believed, however, that only a few forms for an expression will normally be used and so even a very simple expression manipulation algorithm will probably suffice.

The second concern with generalization of secondary indices is in conjunction with updates. If updates to the data relation generate before and after images of tuples for use in secondary index updates (as is done in INGRES), then the updating of general indices is straightforward. Whenever any attribute in the attribute function being indexed is involved in an update, the attribute function must be calculated on both the before and after image of the tuple. If a difference exists, the before value is deleted from the index and the after value is added. Thus the update procedure is almost identical to simple indices and is not a problem.

There are many cases where a function of one or more attributes is frequently specified in queries, but being computable from
other attributes it need not be stored as a new attribute. It is in such cases that the generalization of indices to attribute functions is very important.

4.3 Predicates on a Single Relation

We have thus far considered auxiliary structures for simple attributes and attribute functions. The next larger piece of a query is the clause. The clause is a truth valued unit which may form the entire qualification or may be joined to other clauses by boolean operators to make up the qualification. In this section we will discuss clauses which involve only a single variable (one relation). These clauses are predicates which perform a restriction on the relation. An example of such a clause is

E.DEPT = "toy".

If the same clause appears frequently enough in queries, it would be convenient to be able to quickly identify the restricted subset of the relation which satisfy the clause. This can be done by creating an auxiliary relation which contains TID’s of only the restricted set. To create such an auxiliary relation for the example requires the query

RETRIEVE INTO TOY_DEPT(PTR= E.TID) WHERE E.DEPT="toy"

For predicates on single relations, the recognition and update problems are very similar to those for secondary indices on functions of attributes. Actually, the only difference between the two are 1) the size of the auxiliary relation may be considerably
smaller for predicates, but 2) the secondary index may be useful in more queries (i.e. may be used in several clauses). The predicate is in fact a restriction of an attribute function secondary index. In cases where there are a small number of values for the attribute function and/or where a particular value is used very frequently, the predicate relation may be preferred. A more obvious use of predicates is where they involve more than one relation.

4.4 Predicates on Multiple Relations

When a clause involves more than one variable (relation), the meaning is that it is a restriction of the cross product space of all relations involved. One use of this type of clause is to provide inter-relation access paths similar to DBTG sets [CODA71a]. A very common example of such a clause is the EQUI-JOIN as typified by the clause

E.MANAGER = M.NAME

which links employees to their respective manager. (the range of M is also EMPLOYEE). The predicate here involves two tuple variables ranging over the same relation; however, in general, the range of these variables may be (and normally is) over two different relations. The useful auxiliary relation here is the relation of all pairs of TID’s which satisfy the predicate. To
form the auxiliary relation requires the query

```
RETRIEVE INTO EMP_MGR_LINK(EMPPTR=E.TID,MGRPTR=M.TID)
WHERE E.MANAGER = M.NAME
```

emp_mgr_link relation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>empptr</th>
<th>mgrptr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3 A Multiple Relation Link

Figure 4.3 indicates the result of this query. In the worst case, this relation may be of size equal to the size of the cross product of the relations involved. However, it is common that the relationship links each tuple in one relation to only one tuple in the other. In such cases, the number of tuples in the link relation is on the order of the number of tuples in one of the data relations. It is in these cases that the existence of a multi-relation link can greatly reduce the number of tuples examined in a search. The use of this type of links in relational systems was first suggested in [TSIC75].

Again one must return to the two questions of recognition and update. As in the case of attribute functions and single relation predicates, the recognition problem is one of attempting to put the clause into a semi-canonical form and then to do a simple look up to see if an auxiliary structure exists. The update problem, however, is considerably more difficult. The problem is
that each relation which is involved in the multi-relation predicate is updated individually. To understand the amount of work required to update a multi-relation predicate, consider the case of a predicate, Q(X,Y), over two relations X and Y where the two relations are the same size (N tuples) and the attributes involved in the predicate are not themselves indexed. A more complete treatment of links which considers combinations of links and secondary indices will appear in [STON75b]. In the case under consideration, if a single tuple, x, is added (APPENDED) to relation X, then all N tuples in relation Y must be tested to see if they satisfy the predicate Q(x,Y). For each tuple in Y which satisfies the predicate, a new tuple is added to the link relation. Deletions from either relation require a scan of the link relation to remove all tuples with the deleted TID. This operation can be made fast for one of the relations by making the pointer to that relation the key of the link relation. Modification of a tuple in either relation (using REPLACE) requires essentially the work of a DELETE followed by an APPEND. Thus we see that updating multi-relation links can be very expensive.

Multi-relation predicates may still be useful in a non-updated fashion. The additional cost is small to create the auxiliary relation during the processing of a query involving such a predicate. If subsequent queries involve one or more uses of the auxiliary structure before an update occurs, then the auxiliary structure will have been worthwhile. When an update occurs to any relation involved in the multi-relation predicate, then the
auxiliary structure is discarded. This type of structure will be useful in applications where a complicated access path is used frequently for retrievals, and updates occur infrequently or periodically.

4.5 Aggregation

Another part of a query which lends itself to an auxiliary structure is aggregation. In many applications, it will be common for certain aggregates and aggregate functions to be re-used frequently. A single auxiliary relation can be maintained which contains all aggregate values that have been calculated. The recognition problem is again similar to that mentioned above. The update problem for aggregates, as was the case for multi-relation predicates, is prohibitively expensive. The cost, however, is very small to maintain non-updated aggregate values. All that is required is a single auxiliary relation like AGGVALUES(RELID, AGGTOKENS, AGGVAL, AGGTIME) where RELID specifies the relation over which the aggregation has been performed, AGGTOKENS is the canonical form of the aggregation, AGGVAL is the value computed, and AGGTIME is the time at which the aggregation occurred. When an aggregation appears in a query, it is first looked up in the AGGVALUES relation (where RELID and AGGTOKENS are the primary access key). If it is found and the AGGTIME is more recent than the last modification time to the data relation, then the value, AGGVAL, is used. Otherwise a new value for the
aggregate is calculated and entered into the AGGVALUES relation after being used in the query. A similar approach can be used for aggregation over several relations and for aggregate functions. In the case of aggregate functions, the aggregate function is maintained as another auxiliary relation and the AGGVALUES relation would contain the name of the aggregate function relation instead of a simple AGGVAL.

4.6 A Set of Auxiliary Information Structures

In this chapter we have presented several possible types of auxiliary structures which might be used to speed access to data relations. We have considered structures which correspond to increasingly larger portions of a query from the simple attribute through the multi-relation predicate and aggregate functions. The structures which have been found useful are:

1. Secondary indices on simple attributes
2. Secondary indices on attribute functions
3. Non-updated aggregate values and aggregate functions

Multi-relation predicates were found to be of some value in certain retrieve-only situations but they will not be considered in the remainder of the discussion. The next chapter will take the set of storage structures from chapter three and the set of auxiliary structures from this chapter and provide a strategy for determining which structures should be used for a particular data relation.
CHAPTER 5

Storage Structure Selection Strategy

We have described previously the set of storage structures which will be used to implement data relations and a set of auxiliary structures used to speed access to data. Now we consider the problem of making specific choices from this set of alternatives for a particular data base. First, in section 5.1, a general strategy for storage structure choices is described. This strategy includes dynamic adaption to the local demands of a single query and periodic response to statistics covering a sequence of many interactions. Almost all previous work in the area of storage structure selection has been done on selection of secondary indices. In section 5.2, this work is reviewed and in 5.3, we define a more widely applicable model for solving the secondary key selection problem. Then in section 5.4, a method for obtaining each of the parameters in the model is described. The model is extended, in section 5.5, to handle attribute function indices, primary key selection, and data relation storage structure. Next, we look at the computational cost of the selection process and indicate that heuristics must be used for large problems. The desirable characteristics of such an algorithm are described and one possible algorithm is presented. Finally, in section 5.7, we suggest a method of monitoring the performance of the choices made.
5.1 Dynamic and Periodic Decisions

Our overall strategy recognizes two environments in which storage structure decisions must be made. The first situation occurs during the processing of queries (decomposition) and choices here will be referred to as dynamic decisions. These are decisions for storage structure changes which affect the processing of the current query and which must be carried out immediately to have an effect.

An example of a dynamic decision is the building of a secondary index on an attribute in order to speed the processing of a multi-relation query. For instance, in the query

```
RANGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE
RANGE OF D IS DEPARTMENT
RETRIEVE (E.NAME, D.LOCATION)
WHERE E.DEPT = D.NAME
```

we require all pairs of employees and departments where the employee's department (DEPT) is the same as the name in the department tuple. If E.DEPT and D.NAME are not key attributes then all pairs must be examined. If, however, an index is dynamically created for one of these attributes, say D.NAME, then for each employee tuple E.DEPT can be used as a key value to the D.NAME index. The non-indexed search requires a complete scan of the department relation for each employee tuple, whereas the indexed method requires only a single index search for each employee tuple. Another example of a dynamic decision is the dis-
carding of a secondary index instead of updating it during the update of a data relation.

Dynamic decisions are an important part of the total storage structure selection strategy. However, each of these decisions is closely tied to the query processing strategy (decomposition) and for that reason we leave this type of decision to be considered as part of the decomposition problem [WONG75].

The second type of storage structure choice is made during periods of low system usage and is called a periodic decision. This type of decision adjusts storage structures to the needs of the average query as opposed to any specific query. An example of such a decision is to change the storage structure of a relation from randomized to sorted or to create a new secondary index on a frequently referenced attribute. In making periodic decisions, the actual problem to be solved is:

Given a database with many relations, select a storage structure for each relation and a set of auxiliary structures which optimize future query/update performance.

What we require is a process for selecting data relation storage structure, primary key domain, and secondary indices (both simple and attribute function indices). The remainder of this chapter deals with a solution to this problem. The approach used is to start with the selection of secondary indices and then to extend the process to handle the remainder of the problem. First, previous work on secondary index selection is reviewed.
5.2 The Key Selection Problem

The problem of secondary index selection has been studied by King [KING74], Stonebraker [STON72, STON74c] and Schkolnick [SCHK74, SCHK75]. In each paper, a model of queries and storage structures is presented, a cost function for comparing indices is given, and finally one or more theorems are described which limit the number of choices to be tested in finding an optimal set of indices. Even with the most complete set of theorems [SCHK75], the optimization problem requires nearly complete enumeration to solve. We will therefore not concentrate on reducing the size of the optimization problem, but on providing a model and cost function which more accurately reflect the database environment. For now we assume that the optimization problem is to be solved by complete enumeration and we return to the cost of solving the optimization problem in section 5.6.

King uses a simple query model in which each qualification may specify the value of only a single attribute. Stonebraker and Schkolnick allow any number of attributes to be specified but make the strong assumption that specification of any attribute is independent of the specification of any other attribute. The models of Stonebraker and Schkolnick are almost identical. Here, we describe the model as presented in [SCHK75]. The complete set of assumptions that is used is as follows:

1. Queries may involve only one relation.

2. Queries may specify the values of any of the attributes but
the specification is only for equality to the value.

3. Attribute \( i \) is specified with probability \( p_i \) and is independent of the probability of any other attribute being specified (i.e. \( p_{ij} = p_i p_j \), \( p_{ijk} = p_i p_j p_k \), etc.).

4. Attribute \( i \) has \( 1/d_i \) distinct values present in the relation and each value is equally likely to be specified.

5. The probability that a query is an update is \( U \). Updates change the value of a single domain of a single tuple and each attribute is equally likely to be updated.

Along with these assumptions, a description is given of the steps involved in processing a query and their associated costs. Given a set, \( D \), of attributes which are indexed, the average cost for processing a query is calculated as follows. (Note that some of the equations have been slightly modified in order to conform to our cost criterion of page accesses as opposed to the seek and transfer time used in [SCHK75].

1. List Formation - The first step in processing a query is to form the lists of tuple identifiers (TIDs) for any attribute which is specified in the query and is in the index set. This cost is proportional to the length of the TID list for the specified value of the attribute. This length is, on the average, \( N d_i \) where \( d_i \) is the reciprocal of the number of distinct values for domain \( i \). Thus, if \( C' \) TIDs are retrieved on each access to an index page, then the average number of accesses to form a list is \( N d_i / C' \) and for all indices in the set \( D \), the expected cost is
2. List Intersection - If more than one list is available, list intersection is performed to create a list of TIDs to be retrieved from the data relation. The cost of this step is considered negligible since it is done in main memory.

3. Tuple Access - All TID's on the resulting list are used to access tuples in the data relation. As a result of assumptions 3 and 4, each list restricts the number of tuples to be accessed by \( p_i d_i + (1 - p_i) \). So the expected number of tuples retrieved on any query is

\[
N = \sum_{i \in D} (p_i d_i + 1 - p_i)
\]

4. Tuple Processing - As tuples are retrieved they are tested against the complete qualification and further processing (printing, etc.) takes place. (Tuples retrieved which do not qualify are commonly referred to as "false drops"). This cost is independent of the index set chosen and is therefore not considered.

5. Update Cost - If the query was an update, the appropriate members of the index set must be updated. In [SCHK75] updates are considered to be separate queries which modify only a single data tuple. Since the \( m \) attributes are equally likely to be updated, the cost is given as

\[
(1/m) \sum_{i \in D} N_d / C'
\]

The total expected cost of a query for the set \( D \) of indices is

\[(1-U)(\text{query cost}) + U(\text{update cost})\]
which is

\[(1-U)\left( \sum_{i \in D} p_i \frac{N_d}{C'} \right) + N \prod_{i \in D} (p_{i,d}+1-p_i) \]

\[+ U\left( \sum_{i \in D} \frac{N_d}{C'} \right) \]

5.3 An Improved Model for Key Selection

The independence assumption made above leads to a simple analysis; however, it is not an accurate model of the many cases where attributes are highly correlated (positively or negatively) in their appearance in a qualification. We choose a model which allows such dependence between attributes to affect key selection. The set of assumptions stated above is used with the following two important changes:

3*. Attribute i is specified with probability \( p_i \). Attributes i and j are specified together in the same query with probability \( p_{ij} \) (not necessarily equal to \( p_i p_j \)). And \( p_{ijk}=0 \) for all i,j,k; that is, the probability of any three attributes being specified together is negligible.

5*. Attribute i requires an average update cost of \( u_i \) for each query. That is, \( u_i \) equals the total cost of maintaining an index on attribute i for the set of queries under consideration divided by the number of queries.

This model allows important first order correlations between attributes to be reflected in index selection. The following
analysis could straightforwardly be extended to include second order correlations by using values for $p_{ijk}$ and letting $p_{ijkl}=0$, however, this makes the formulas more difficult to follow.

A second important part of the query model is the manner in which updates are treated. All QUEL-type updates (see Appendix A) are assumed to be allowed and a simple and accurate measure of update cost for each attribute is used. A description of how values for $u_i$ are calculated will be given later.

We now form our cost function based on the processing steps described earlier.

1. List Formation - Recall that the average cost of forming a list for attribute $i$ is $N_d i / C'$. Instead of forming the expected cost of all such lists, the list formation cost will be added in step 3.

2. List Intersection - Again this step is considered negligible in cost.

3. Tuple Access - Since we have assumed $p_{ijk}=0$ for all $i,j,k$ then the expected cost of accessing tuples can be broken down into 3 cases. Included in each case is the appropriate cost of list formation from step 1.

   i) Two attributes from the index set are specified. Here the cost of the two list formations is added to the cost of tuple access. The assumption made here (as in previous papers) is that the selectivity of the two attributes taken together is the product of their indi-
vidual selectivities (i.e. $d_{ij} = d_i d_j$). So for this case, the expected cost of list formation and tuple access is

$$N(\sum_{i,j \in D} p_{ij} (d_id_j + (d_i + d_j)/C'))$$

ii) Exactly one attribute from the index set is specified. In this case the cost of one list formation is added to the cost of tuple access yielding an expected cost of

$$N(\sum_{i \in D} p_{i\text{-only}} (d_i + d_i/C'))$$

where $p_{i\text{-only}} = p_i - \sum_{j \in D} p_{ij}$.

iii) No attribute from the index set is specified. Here, although all $N$ tuples must be accessed, in a sequential scan of the relation, pages of $C$ tuples at a time may be accessed. Hence, $N/C$ accesses must be made for a complete scan and the expected cost for this case is

$$(N/C)(1 - \sum_{i \in D} p_{i\text{-only}} - \sum_{i,j \in D} p_{ij})$$

4. Tuple Processing - Again this cost is not considered.

5. Update Cost - If the query was an update, the appropriate members of the index set must be updated. The average cost per query of such updates is $u_i$, so for all indices the cost is

$$\sum_{i \in D} u_i$$

Adding all of the costs, the expected cost of a query for the set $D$ of indices is
The following example illustrates one important type of situation where the above cost function is superior to previous cost functions ([SCHK75] in particular). The example is for a relation which has 3 attributes, the first of which is very frequent in appearance and is independent of the other two. The remaining two attributes are mutually exclusive in their appearance. We assume the selectivity of each attribute is the same (i.e. $d_1 = d_2 = d_3$). We also constrain the number of indices allowed to be two. The parameters of interest are

$$p_1 = .9 \quad p_2 = .5 \quad p_3 = .5$$

$$p_{12} = .45 \quad p_{23} = 0$$

$$p_{13} = .45$$

$$d_1 = d_2 = d_3 = .01$$

$$N = 10,000$$

$$C = 1 \quad C' = 10$$

$$u_1 = u_2 = u_3 = 0$$

Below are shown the costs as calculated for each of the three possible pairs of indices. The costs are given in expected number of accesses to process a query. The first cost function, [SCHK75], is labelled COST1 and the new cost function is in the
column labelled COST2. As we see from the tabulation, using COST1, attribute 1 would be selected along with one of the other attributes. However, COST2 takes into consideration the fact that by choosing attributes 2 and 3, all queries will have at least one index available for use and thus will not require any complete scans of the data relation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>COST1</th>
<th>COST2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{1,2}</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{1,3}</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{2,3}</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The example illustrates the importance of including joint probabilities in the cost function. Another common example of a case in which COST2 will make a better choice than COST1 is when two attributes are very likely to appear together.

5.4 Obtaining Parameters

Defining a model and cost function is a fruitless exercise if it is difficult or impossible to obtain values for parameters of the model. In this section, we describe a set of relations which may be used to maintain statistical information on interaction conditions and we indicate the queries necessary to obtain values for each of the parameters used in the above cost function. We begin by describing the three statistics relations.

QUALSTATS (QRYID, RELID, ATTID)

This relation provides a record of attributes which appear res-
strictively in a qualification. Each query is assigned a unique identifier, QRYID. For every attribute that restricts the qualification of the query, an entry is made in QUALSTATS with the attribute identifier (ATTID) and the relation to which that attribute belongs (RELID). In this way, QUALSTATS maintains attribute usage information for all attributes in all relations of a database.

UPDATESTATS (QRYID, QRYMODE, RESRELID, NUMUPS)

This relation records the number of tuples updated (NUMUPS) in the result relation (RESRELID) during an APPEND, DELETE or REPLACE query. Again, QRYID is a unique query identifier and QRYMODE indicates the type of update (APPEND, DELETE, or REPLACE).

REPLACESTATS (QRYID, ATTID)

This relation records which attributes are affected during a REPLACE query. Recall that APPEND and DELETE affect entire tuples while REPLACE may modify one or several attributes of a tuple. This relation contains an entry for each attribute which is updated in a REPLACE query.

To obtain the frequency, \( p_i \), that each attribute of a relation appears restrictively in a qualification, the following aggregate function is used

\[
\text{RANGE OF Q IS QUALSTATS}
\]

\[
\text{COUNT(Q.QRYID BY Q.ATTID WHERE Q.RELID="relname")/NUMQRY}
\]

The aggregate function produces a table of frequencies with an
entry for each attribute (ATTID). Here NUMQRY is the total number of queries in which the relation ("relname") was involved.

\[
\text{NUMQRY} = \text{COUNT UNIQUE(Q.QRYID WHERE Q.RELID="relname")}
\]

The joint frequencies, \( p_{ij} \), are obtained with

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RANGE OF Q1 IS QUALSTATS} \\
\text{RANGE OF Q2 IS QUALSTATS} \\
\text{COUNT(Q1.QRYID BY Q1.ATTID,Q2.ATTID} \\
\text{WHERE Q1.QRYID=Q2.QRYID} \\
\text{AND Q1.RELID=Q2.RELID="relname"} \\
\})/\text{NUMQRY}
\end{align*}
\]

The calculation of update costs for each attribute, \( u_i \), involves two parts. Recall that \( u_i \) is the cost that would be incurred to update an index on attribute \( i \) if that index existed. The first part of the cost comes from additions and deletions. Each of these updates requires a corresponding addition or deletion from each index in the index set. The second cost is for tuple modification (REPLACE) which requires an old value to be removed from the appropriate index and a new value to be added (2 operations). Thus the proper calculation of the \( u_i \)'s is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RANGE OF U IS UPDATESTATS} \\
\text{RANGE OF R IS REPLACESTATS} \\
\text{RANGE OF Q IS QRYSTATS} \\
\text{(SUM(U.NUMUPS WHERE U.QRYMODE \neq "replace"}} \\
\text{AND U.RESRELID = "relname"} \\
\}
\end{align*}
\]
Finally, the number of unique values for each attribute, $1/d_i$, can be found by using COUNT UNIQUE for each attribute or more likely an estimate of $N/d_i$ can be maintained using sampling techniques.

Among the assumptions stated above, we assumed that the queries are only over a single relation. Although the selection process does not take into account the processing strategy for multi-relation queries, the process of obtaining parameters just described works as well on multi-relation queries. Therefore we can gather statistics from general QUEL queries, even though the use of these parameters in the model will only optimize the selection of keys on one relation at a time.

5.5 Extensions to the Selection Process

In chapters 3 and 4, a set of storage structures for data relations and a set of auxiliary structures were presented. The selection process just described is now extended to make the
necessary selections from both of these sets.

Selection of Auxiliary Structures

The selection process just presented chooses attributes for simple secondary indices. The other auxiliary structures presented in chapter 4 which must be handled are aggregate values and indices on attribute functions. In chapter 4 we described a method of maintaining aggregate values. Now we treat the selection of attribute function indices.

Extending the selection process to include secondary indices on attribute functions is essentially a matter of additional bookkeeping. An attribute function can be viewed as a function which creates a new attribute from an old one (i.e. it adds a new column to the relation). Thus, each attribute function can be treated as a new simple attribute with its own values for p_i and p_ij. A relation similar to QUALSTATS can be used to gather the necessary statistics. Instead of storing an attribute identifier (ATTID), the query processor stores the canonical form of the attribute function. The major difference between an attribute function and a simple attribute is that a separate value for u_i need not be maintained. Since updates to an attribute function index are required at exactly the same times as updates to the attribute used in the function, the value of u for the simple attribute is identical to the value of u for the attribute function.
Selection of Primary Storage Structures

We turn now to the problem of selecting from the storage structures for data relations considered in chapter 3. First we consider selecting which of the domains is to be the primary key, then we add to the selection process the choice of primary structure type (randomized or directory).

In order to extend the selection procedure to include selection of the primary key, the following modifications are required. First, the problem is restated as: choose the pair \((D, k)\) which minimizes the cost function where \(D\) is a set of secondary keys and \(k\) is the primary key. If the primary key is specified in a qualification, we assume that it will be used and no secondary indices will be used. Now the cost function must be modified as follows:

1. For each attribute \(i \neq k\), set \(p_i = p_i - p_{ik}\) and set \(p_{ik} = 0\) to reflect the use of the primary key as just described.

2. For the tuple access part of the cost function, introduce a fourth case:

   iv) Primary key specified. In this case, no list formation is done. Also, since the key to address function will group equal key-valued tuples together, \(C\) tuples are retrieved with each page access. Thus the cost of primary key access is \(Np_k d_k / C\).

3. The cost of updates to the primary key must be reflected in the update cost. Recall that the update cost is the addi-
tional cost required to update auxiliary structures when an update to the data relation occurs. APPEND and DELETE queries do not cause any additional updates. However, a modification of the primary key (by REPLACE) requires the tuple to be relocated (by the key to address function) and thus each secondary index must be updated to reflect the change. In order to compute this cost, recall that the update cost for an attribute, \( u_1 \), was obtained in two parts; the APPEND, DELETE cost plus the REPLACE cost. If we record these intermediate parameters as \( u^1 \) (APPEND, DELETE) and \( u^2 \) (REPLACE) then \( u_i = u^1_i + u^2_i \) and the total update cost becomes

\[
\sum_{i \in D} (u^1_i + u^2_i) + u^2_K D!
\]

At this point, we have a process for selecting a primary key, \( k \), and a set, \( D \), of secondary keys. We are still working under the assumption that only equality specifications are used in queries. Using this assumption randomized structures are always selected as the storage structure since they provide faster key to address transformation than directories. Assumption 2 above is now relaxed to be:

2*. Queries may specify attributes to be equal to a value or to be within a range of values.

This extension requires a modification to the method of obtaining parameters. As before, \( p_i \) is the probability that attribute \( i \) is specified (on equality) in the qualification and \( d_i \) is the selectivity of that specification. Now, let \( r_i \) be the probability that attribute \( i \) is specified by a range in the qualification and
let $d_i'$ be the selectivity of the average range specification for attribute $i$. Every time an attribute is specified to be within a range of values, the selectivity of that range must be estimated. One approach to such an estimate is to assume a uniform distribution of values for the attribute and then simply take the size of the range divided by the maximum range for the attribute $(\text{MAX}(X.A) - \text{MIN}(X.A))$ as the selectivity.

Returning to the choice between randomized and directory structures, we saw in chapter 3 the difference between the two structures lies in how the key is specified. For equality specifications, randomized structures provide access to data in approximately one access while directories require several additional accesses to traverse the directory (usually between 2 and 5 additional accesses). However, when a range is specified for the key, randomizing functions require an entire scan of the relation ($N/C$ accesses) while a directory requires a number of accesses proportional to the size of the range. Given that queries on a range of the primary key appear with frequency $r_k$ and that the average size of the range specified is $d_k'$, the expected cost for case (iv) using a directory is

$$r_k(t + d_k'N/C) + p_k(t + d_k'N/C) \quad \text{(iv.a)}$$

where $t$ is the additional number of accesses required for the key to address transformation in the directory (values of $t$ almost always being in the range 2 to 5). If a randomizing structure is used, the expected cost is

$$r_k(N/C) + p_k(d_kN/C) \quad \text{(iv.b)}$$
Comparing the two equations, we see that if no range queries are used \((r_k = 0)\) then a randomized structure is always preferable. However, if range queries are specified at all \((r_k > 0)\) then a directory is generally preferable. For example, with

\[
\begin{align*}
p_k &= .50 \quad & r_k &= .01 \\
d_k &= .001 \quad & d'_k &= .01 \\
N &= 10,000 \quad & C &= 10 \\
t &= 3
\end{align*}
\]

the cost (iv.a) for a directory is 2.13 accesses while for a randomizing function the cost (iv.b) is 10.5 accesses.

The selection process can now choose the primary key, primary structure type, and secondary indices all at once by finding the triple \((D,k,\text{TYPE})\) which minimizes the modified cost function. Here \(\text{TYPE}\) indicates either a randomized or directory primary storage structure type. If \(\text{TYPE}\) indicates a directory then cost (iv.a) is used and if \(\text{TYPE}\) indicates a randomized structure then cost (iv.b) is used. Thus, for the extended selection process, the cost function is

\[
N(\sum_{i,j \leq D} p_{ij}^1 (d_i^1 d_j^1 + (d_i^1 + d_j^1)/C') \\
+ \sum_{i \neq \text{D}}^D p_{i\text{only}}^1 (d_i^1 + d_i^1/C') \\
+ (1 - \sum_{i \neq \text{D}}^D p_{i\text{only}}^1 - \sum_{i,j \leq D}^D p_{ij}^1 - r_k^1 - d_k^1)/C \\
) + \text{primary}(\text{TYPE})
\]

\[
+ \sum_{i \leq D} (u_{i1}^2 + u_{i2}^2) + u_{k1}^2 |D|
\]
where primary(TYPE) is either (iv.a) or (iv.b) depending on the value of TYPE.

A similar extension can be made for choosing the storage structure (randomized or directory) for each secondary index. However, as shown in [ROTH74a], it is very unlikely that secondary indices involving ranges are useful. We will not therefore give the revised cost function for allowing range specifications through secondary indices. It is however a straightforward exercise to introduce $r_1$ and $d_1$ into the cost function for secondary indices.

5.6 Cost of an Optimal Solution

To this point, we have presented a method for selecting secondary keys and have indicated extensions necessary to choose among the storage structure alternatives that derive from the adoption of primary and auxiliary structures of chapters 3 and 4. What remains to be discussed is the cost of this decision process. To begin the discussion, we consider the secondary key selection method without extensions. If a relation has $m$ domains, then an optimal set of secondary indices can be found by calculating the cost function for each of the $2^m$ possible sets of indices and selecting the one with the smallest cost. In many cases the number of sets to be tested can be substantially reduced by taking note of the following two facts. First, there normally exists a subset of the domains which are never specified restric-
tively in the qualification (i.e. $p_i=0$). These domains need not be considered in key selection process since they would never be chosen. Secondly, there is very often a constraint placed on the number of indices allowed for any relation. This further reduces the subsets of domains to those of size less than the limit. Thus, if we let $m^*$ be the number of domains which have $p_i>0$ and $L$ be the limit on the number of indices for a relation, then the number of sets which must be examined to find an optimal solution is $\Sigma \binom{m^*}{i}$. The following table shows the number of sets which must be tested for a variety of values of $m^*$ and $L$. The entries indicate the order of magnitude (power of 10) of the set size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We expect that for many applications, typical values of $m^*$ and $L$ will be such that the number of index sets tested will be reasonable. For instance, if computation of the cost function for a single choice of $D$ requires processing time on the order of a millisecond, then for $m^*=20$ and $L=5$ the time to compute an optimal set is on the order of tens of seconds. However, as the number of domains and allowable indices becomes large, say $m^*=50$ and $L=20$, the time to test all possibilities is several years. Even using the simpler model of [SCHK75] and the theorems
presented there to limit the number of sets tested, the computation with \( m^* = 50 \) would take years to complete. If primary key and storage structure selection are added to the process, then the number of sets to be tested becomes \( \sum_{i=1, L} 2^i \left( m^* \right) \). The addition of attribute function indices to the selection process will increase the value of \( m^* \) depending on the number of attribute functions being considered.

If, in addition to the previous extensions, we are interested in allowing concatenation of domains to be keys (as in combined indices of chapter 4), then the combinatorics become unmanageable for even very small values of \( m^* \) (for \( m^* = 5 \) the number of possible simple and combined index sets is \( 2^{30} \)). So in this case as well as the original problem with large \( m^* \), a heuristic is needed in order to find a solution in a reasonable amount of time.

We now present one possible heuristic for solving the selection problem.

Step 1 - Initialization

Given the set of potential keys, \( D_p \) (which is all of the attributes plus any attribute functions being considered), partition \( D_p \) into three mutually exclusive subsets, \( D_a \), \( D_b \), and \( D_c \). \( D_a \) is the set of all domains which are no longer under consideration and initially contains all attributes which have \( p_i = 0 \). \( D_b \) is the set of domains which have already been selected to be keys and is initially empty. \( D_c \) is the set of candidate attributes (those attributes not yet
Step 2 - Find next $z$ best keys

Find the set $D^*_z$, a subset of $D_c$ of size $<z$, such that $D^*_z \cup D_b$ minimizes the cost function for all such sets.

Step 3 - Add the next $z$ best keys to the current set.

If the addition of $D^*_z$ does not improve the cost of $D_b$ then terminate the algorithm, else set $D_b$ equal to the union of $D_b$ and $D^*_z$ and repeat steps 2 and 3.

The algorithm reduces the complexity of the problem by making the selection process an incremental one. There are several important points to note about an incremental algorithm such as this:

1. Obviously the choice of the parameter $z$ is very important. If $z$ is chosen to be large then the performance of the algorithm will approach that of complete enumeration as will its complexity. If $z$ is chosen to be 1 then the algorithm will add only one new index to the set on each iteration. It is very easy to construct cases where adding one index at a time will produce results which are far from optimal (the example given in section 5.3 is one such case). With $z$ chosen to be 3 or 4, cases can still be found where the algorithm will make bad choices, however, such cases require a complicated type of dependency to exist between several attributes.

2. The algorithm can be used to extend the index set after a period of time has elapsed. That is, a set of indices can
be chosen and then statistics may be gathered over some additional period of time. When the second set of statistics are examined, the decision process can consider the question of adding or removing attributes from the set. In either case, step 1 is skipped and replaced by initializing $D_b$ to be the current set of indices. Step 2 as given above then allows the addition of $z$ more keys to the set. Removal of the $z$ least important keys from the current set is accomplished by finding the best $D^*$ which is a subset of $D_b$ and of size $|D^*| - z$.

3. Since indices are added incrementally, an optimization over all relations in the data base can be achieved as opposed to the optimization previously described which works only over a single relation. To get some inter-relation optimization, step 2 is performed once for each relation. Then the improvement in cost of $D^*$ union $D_b$ over $D_b$ alone is noted for each relation. The relation having the greatest improvement in cost is the one for which step 3 is performed and those indices are actually created. Step 2 is then performed again for the relation selected and the process of selecting the most improved relation continues until a system wide limit on the number of secondary indices is reached. More sophisticated choices can be made by considering both increase in performance and the size of secondary indices.

4. In cases where $D_c$ is very large, a modification to the algorithm can further reduce the number of sets tested. Be-
fore step 2 is performed, each attribute in the set \( D_c \) can be given a rating which indicates the likelihood that it will be chosen in the set of the next \( z \) best keys. This likelihood rating would be a function of one or several of the parameters of the cost function. The set \( D_c \) would then be divided into two parts; the \( y \) most likely which would be used in step 2 and the remainder which would be saved for later consideration. Now, by adjusting the values of the parameters \( y \) and \( z \), the number of cases tested in step 2 can be kept as small as necessary.

The algorithm suggested here is one of several possible methods of providing an approximate, yet fast solution to the selection problem. We suggest that more work is required in designing and testing algorithms which provide an even more accurate model of the data base environment.

5.7 Performance Monitoring

Any method of key selection which is based on query statistics makes the implicit assumption that past queries are representative of future ones. In many cases, this is a good assumption, however, it is always somewhat inaccurate. Along with this assumption, each approach to index selection makes other assumptions which make solution of the problem more tractable. Each assumption increases the chances that the optimal solution to the
stated problem will be non-optimal for the real problem of selecting the set of indices which best satisfy future queries. It is for this reason that some performance measure must be provided which can determine if the indices selected are, in fact, being utilized as expected. The important point to note is that no matter what optimization problem is solved and whether the solution is exact or approximate, the problem statement will have built into it certain assumptions which will make any solution only an approximate solution. It is because of the approximate nature of all solutions that performance monitoring is required.

A relation can easily be maintained which keeps up to date an indication of the utility of all indices in the data base. Such a relation might simply have the form INDEX_USAGE (INDEX_NAME, VALUE). A tuple is maintained for each index and whenever the index is used in query processing the number of accesses saved are added to the VALUE attribute. When the index is updated the number of accesses necessary to perform the update are subtracted from VALUE. The VALUE reflects the actual performance of the index set. This VALUE will give a good indication of which indices are useful in repetitious processing steps such as join terms where an index is used repeatedly during tuple substitution. The INDEX_USAGE relation allows for an easy comparison of the worth of indices on different relations. Also, this provides a good way to compare indices that were created by a dynamic decision to those created by the index selection procedure.
CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Future Research

This dissertation has examined the choice of storage structures for relational data base management systems. We have described a set of structures to store data relations, a set of auxiliary relations, and a strategy for storage structure selection. In this chapter, we briefly summarize the highlights of the work and indicate directions for future research.

6.1 Storage Structures for Data Relations

In chapter 2, we specified three desirable conditions to be met by key to address functions. Since no function could be found which satisfied all three of the conditions independent of the data stored, a set of structures which would satisfy some of the conditions was examined. Randomizing functions were chosen as a structure to be used when order preservation was not important. For cases where order preservation was required, a generalized directory structure was introduced which performs at least as well as (and often better than) either normal directory structures or simple order preserving functions. Generalized directories provide a continuum of functions between simple order preserving functions at one extreme and normal directories at the other. An area which may prove fruitful for future research is
the set of functions which provide a continuum between simple order preserving functions and randomizing functions. It seems likely that a class of functions exists which are more order preserving than randomizing functions yet provide a better distribution of keys across address space than do simple order preserving functions.

We described an algorithm for creating generalized directories which requires only a single pass over the data relation. Several experiments using the algorithm on a variety of data were described. These experiments indicate that for nearly uniform data, a generalized directory can be produced which requires only a small fraction of the number of parameters in a normal directory. For non-uniform data, a large reduction in directory size is possible if additional space is available and if some amount of page overflowing is allowed.

Next, the question of reorganization of directory structures was considered. Under a wide variety of circumstances, static directory structures were found to be superior to dynamic (continually reorganizing) structures. The reorganization of generalized static directories seems to be another promising area for future work. Since generalized directories are defined in segments, it appears that a method of partial reorganization could be devised. In such a scheme, only those segments of the directory which were in need of reorganiztion would be affected (i.e. only part of the directory would be modified).
6.2 Auxiliary Structures

In chapter 4 we were interested in finding information which could be stored in auxiliary relations which would be useful in speeding access to data relations. The approach used was to start with the simplest element of the query, the attribute, and work toward successively more complex pieces of the query, at each step considering an auxiliary structure to speed processing of that step. Secondary indices on simple attributes and attribute functions were found to be useful and easily maintainable. Combined indices are useful as an alternative to list processing techniques on several simple indices. Multi-relation predicates are costly to update but may be useful in retrieve-only situations where the predicate greatly restricts the cross product space of the relations involved. A more detailed evaluation of the tradeoffs involved with multi-relation links is currently under way [STON75]. An interesting question to consider in this context is whether a network data base foundation can be used as a basis for implementing an efficient relational system.

Also in chapter 4, a method of reusing aggregation information was introduced which requires very little overhead.

6.3 Storage Structure Selection Strategy

The first thing which must be realized when attempting to automate the selection of storage structures is the great complexity
of the problem. The approach that we have taken is to start with a small part of the problem, secondary key selection, and build upon it. A more widely applicable model of queries than that previously used was presented which resulted in a cost function that provides improved secondary index selection. A method for obtaining the parameters of the model was described in terms of a set of statistical relations and the queries necessary to extract the desired parameters. Extensions to the selection process were described for attribute function indices, primary key selection and primary storage structure type selection (i.e. randomized or directory). The cost of the selection process was found to be reasonable when a small to moderate number of keys were under consideration. When there are a large number of keys to be considered, it appears that heuristics are required. One such heuristic was suggested which is an incremental selection process. However, much more work is needed in developing good algorithms which use a more accurate model of the data base and limit substantially the number of possible solutions tested.

Finally a method was described to monitor the performance of the key selection process and remove poorly performing secondary indices. This too is an area in which more work is required. There must be methods to measure the performance of each storage structure in order that poorly performing structures can be identified.

We have taken a first step in examining the alternatives for
storage structures to support a relational database system. Many assumptions have been made in order to make this complex problem tractable. The need now is for extensions which provide a more accurate reflection of the database environment.
APPENDIX A

QUEL

QUEL (QUEry Language) has points in common with Data Language/ALPHA [CODD71], SQUARE [BOYC73] and SEQUEL [CHAM74] in that it is a complete [CODD72] query language which frees the programmer from concern for how data structures are implemented and what algorithms are operating on stored data. As such it facilitates a considerable degree of data independence [STON74b]. The sample relation from chapter one is used in the following set of examples which illustrate the QUEL language. For a detailed description of the language see [HELD75a] and for information on using the language in INGRES see [STON75a, ZOOK75].

A QUEL interaction includes at least one RANGE statement of the form:

    RANGE OF variable-list IS relation-name

The symbols declared in the range statement are variables which will be used as arguments for tuples. These are called TUPLE VARIABLES. The purpose of this statement is to specify the relation over which each variable ranges.

Moreover, an interaction includes one or more statements of the form:

    Command Result-name( Target-list )
WHERE Qualification

Here, Command is either RETRIEVE, APPEND, REPLACE, or DELETE. For RETRIEVE and APPEND, Result-name is the name of the relation which qualifying tuples will be retrieved into or appended to. For REPLACE and DELETE, Result-name is the name of a tuple variable which, through the qualification, identifies tuples to be modified or deleted. The Target-list is a list of the form

Result-domain = Function, ...

Here, the Result-domain's are domain names in the result relation which are to be assigned the value of the corresponding function.

The following suggest valid QUEL interactions. A complete description of the language is presented in [HELD75a].

Example A.1  Find the age of employee Jones

RANGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE

RETRIEVE INTO W(AGE = 1975 - E.BIRTH)

WHERE E.NAME = 'Jones'

Here, E is a tuple variable which ranges over the EMPLOYEE relation and all tuples in that relation are found which satisfy the qualification E.NAME = 'Jones'. The result of the query is a new relation, W, which has a single attribute, AGE, that has been calculated for each qualifying tuple. If the result relation is omitted, qualifying tuples are printed on the user's terminal. Also, in the Target-list, the 'Result-domain =' may be omitted if Function is of the form Variable.Attribute (i.e. NAME = E.NAME
may be written as E.NAME - see example A.6).

Example A.2 Insert the tuple (Jackson, candy, 13000, Baker, 1945, 1975) into EMPLOYEE.

\[
\text{APPEND TO EMPLOYEE(NAME = 'Jackson', DEPT = 'candy', }
\text{SALARY = 13000, MGR = 'Baker',}
\text{BIRTH = 1945, START = 1975)}
\]

Here, the result relation EMPLOYEE is modified by adding the indicated tuple to the relation.

Example A.3 Delete the information about employee Jackson.

\[
\text{RANGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE}
\text{DELETE E WHERE E.NAME = 'Jackson'}
\]

Here, the tuples corresponding to all employees named Jackson are deleted from EMPLOYEE.

Example A.4 Give a 10 percent raise to Jones

\[
\text{RANGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE}
\text{REPLACE E(SALARY BY 1.1 * E.SALARY) WHERE E.NAME = 'Jones'}
\]

Here, E.SALARY is to be replaced by 1.1*E.SALARY for those tuples in EMPLOYEE where E.NAME = 'Jones'. (Note that the keywords IS and BY may be used interchangeably with '=' in any QUEL statement.)
Also, QUEL contains aggregation operators including COUNT, SUM, MAX, MIN, AVG and the set operator SET. Two examples of the use of aggregation follow.

Example A.5 Replace the salary of all toy department employees by the average toy department salary.

\[
\text{RANGE OF } E \text{ IS EMPLOYEE}
\]

\[
\text{REPLACE } E(\text{SALARY BY } \text{AVG}(E.\text{SALARY WHERE } E.\text{DEPT} = 'toy'))
\]

\[
\text{WHERE } E.\text{DEPT} = 'toy'
\]

Here, AVG is to be taken of the salary attribute for those tuples satisfying the qualification \( E.\text{DEPT} = 'toy' \). Note that \( \text{AVG}(E.\text{SALARY WHERE } E.\text{DEPT}= 'toy') \) is scalar valued and consequently will be called an AGGREGATE. More general aggregations are possible as suggested by the following example.

Example A.6 Find those departments whose average salary exceeds the company wide average salary, both averages to be taken only for those employees whose salary exceeds $10000.

\[
\text{RANGE OF } E \text{ IS EMPLOYEE}
\]

\[
\text{RETRIEVE INTO HIGHPAY(E.DEPT)}
\]

\[
\text{WHERE} \quad \text{AVG}(E.\text{SALARY BY E.DEPT WHERE } E.\text{SALARY} > 10000) > \text{AVG}(E.\text{SALARY WHERE } E.\text{SALARY} > 10000)
\]

Here, \( \text{AVG}(E.\text{SALARY BY E.DEPT WHERE } E.\text{SALARY}>10000) \) is an AGGREGATE FUNCTION and takes a value for each value of E.DEPT.
This value is the aggregate $\text{AVG(E.SALARY WHERE E.SALARY>10000 AND E.DEPT = value)}$. The qualification expression for the statement is then true for departments for which this aggregate function exceeds the aggregate $\text{AVG(E.SALARY WHERE E.SALARY>10000)}$. 
APPENDIX B

Decomposition

The basic mechanism of processing statements in QUEL now follows. All update statements are processed into one or more RETRIEVE statements followed by a sequence of calls to the access methods (see Appendix C) to insert, delete or modify tuples. A RETRIEVE statement with more than one tuple variable is decomposed into a sequence of RETRIEVE statements each with a single tuple variable as described in [HELD75a]. The mechanism used is one of "tuple substitution". Here, we describe the algorithm for aggregate free interactions

Consider a query involving one or more tuple variables $X = (X_1, ..., X_N)$ with a range $R_1, ..., R_N$. Denote the qualification by $Q(X)$ and suppose $Q(X)$ is expanded into conjunctive normal form so that it consists of clauses connected by AND with each clause containing atomic formulas connected by OR. An atomic formula can contain only the boolean operator NOT.

Algorithm

1. stop if query has only a single variable

2. For each variable, say $X_1$ with Range $R_1$, collect all attributes which depend on $X_1$ and all clauses in the qualification which depend only on $X_1$. Say $D_1, ..., D_k$ are the
attributes and the clauses put together yield $Q_1(X_1)$. 

Issue the query:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RANGE OF } X_1 & \text{ IS } R_1 \\
\text{RETRIEVE INTO } R'_1(X_1.D1, \ldots, X_1.Dk) \\
\text{WHERE } Q_1(X_1)
\end{align*}
\]

3. Replace the range $R_1$ in the original query by $R'_1$. The purpose of 2. and 3. is to limit each tuple variable to as small a relation as possible before continuing to step 4.

4. Take the variable with the fewest tuples in its range and substitute in turn the values of its tuples. This reduces the number of variables by one. After each substitution repeat 1.-3.

Step 4 is called tuple substitution and represents the most time-consuming step for multivariable queries. The choice of which variable to substitute for is critical. Our criterion (the one with the fewest tuple variables) is by no means optimal in general.

In this manner a multivariable query is reduced to a sequence of one-variable queries and calls to the access methods to obtain tuples for substitution. A one variable query is interpreted by a "one-variable query processor" (OVQP). This processor accesses tuples from the indicated relation one at a time, checks if the qualification is true for that tuple and if so assembles the target list attributes and inserts them into the result relation.
Besides interpreting the qualification and target list, this processor must:

1. ascertain if any secondary indices [STON74c] can profitably be used to speed access.

2. attempt to restrict the number of tuples accessed to less than all tuples in the relation.

The above description of the decomposition process works for any aggregate free QUEL query. The actual decomposition process used in INGRES uses several other techniques to break apart queries in such a way as to reduce the processing complexity.
APPENDIX C

Access Methods

To find all the tuples in a relation which satisfy the indicated qualification, the one variable query processor (OVQP) must either access and test all tuples in the relation or else must determine that only a subset of the relation need be tested with knowledge that the remainder of the relation can not satisfy the qualification. One way the OVQP might make such a determination is indicated in the following example. If the EMPLOYEE relation is sorted on increasing values of the SALARY domain, then in processing the query:

RANGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE

RETRIEVE E.NAME

WHERE E.SALARY < 10000 AND E.MGR = 'Jones'

the OVQP can stop testing tuples as soon as a tuple is encountered which has the SALARY domain greater than 10000. Depending on the particular storage structure which is in use for a given relation and the domains specified in the qualification, the OVQP may or may not be able to limit the number of tuples examined. Instead of having the OVQP and higher level software be concerned with this problem, a relational access method interface language (AMI) has been implemented. This language frees higher level software from details of actual storage structures and thus allows restructuring of relations for more efficient operation as
interaction conditions change. It has points in common with Gamma Zero [BJOR73], XRM [LORI74], and ZETA [CZAR75]. Relation access and update through AMI is accomplished in the following manner.

1. A scan of a relation is begun by using the FIND statement to supply any information in the qualification which might be of help in limiting the range of the scan. FIND examines the information provided, and in conjunction with a knowledge of the storage structure used to implement the relation, determines starting and ending points for the scan.

2. Beginning from the starting point tuples are accessed, one at a time, using the GET statement until the ending point is reached where GET returns an end of scan condition. The programmer may not assume that the tuples will be returned in any particular order.

3. Each tuple has a unique identifier called the tuple id (TID) which is returned with the tuple. This tuple id may be used to refer back to the tuple for re-access or updating (usually done after the qualification has been tested for the tuple).

4. INSERT, DELETE, and REPLACE statements are supported for all storage structures and respectively, add one new tuple to a relation, remove one tuple, or change the value of an exist-
ing tuple. When using REPLACE or DELETE the user must supply a TID to indicate which tuple is to be affected.

5. Apart from scan retrieval, GET also supports direct retrieval of tuples given a TID. This function is used in supporting secondary indices. Briefly, a secondary index is useful for limiting the number of tuples accessed in cases where a value for the primary domain (i.e. the domain used for ordering, for example SALARY above) is not present in the qualification. A secondary index is a relation which has one or more domains from the original relation along with a pointer domain which is an identifier of a tuple in the indexed relation. For instance, if SALARY is the ordering domain in EMPLOYEE it might be useful to have a secondary index on NAME. To build the secondary index all that is needed is a query of the form:

```
RANGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE
RETRIEVE INTO NAMEINDEX(E.NAME,PTR=E.TID)
```

This relation may then be stored in a structure which has NAME as the primary (ordering) domain. When a query on the EMPLOYEE relation specifies a value for NAME, the OVQP may access tuples in the NAMEINDEX relation and use the domain PTR as a TID to be supplied to GET which will return the corresponding tuple in the EMPLOYEE relation. Although two relations must be used to access tuples, a costly scan of the whole EMPLOYEE relation may be avoidable.
For AMI to support a new storage structure the following must be done.

1. A correspondence must be defined between a TID and a physical position in the structure.

2. There must be a linear ordering defined on TID's so that successive calls to GET will return all tuples in the relation.

3. FIND, GET, REPLACE, DELETE, and INSERT functions must be implemented for the new structure.
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